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Through the invisible
to the unseen
Artist’s statement:
As artists we have intended to provoke a contemplation of the relations between
the visible and invisible world, and the evolution of the matter as it develops into
living and non-living phenomena.
Since the book “Order out of Chaos” was released and awarded with the Nobel
Prize in 1977 life has been seen as a consequence of the matter, and the evolution
has started with the cooling and condensation of the matter after “Big Bang” – or
some other cosmic event. As all phenomena is a part of this evolution, no phenomenon should be separated from it. But the origin and consequences of the
phenomenon should be related to the living and non-living matter.
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The artists uncanonised
questions:
The creation of the 3-dimensional magnetic fields reveals hitherto
invisible shapes, which in itself is astonishing.
Observing these beautiful sculptures can create a feeling of recognition! In the
sense, that the shapes somehow seem familiar and well-known, in spite of the
fact, that nobody has ever seen these shapes before. Does the magnetic generated
sculptures just look like something else, or is there a deeper explanation to this
experience of recognition?
Is it possible, that similarities in appearances can be more than incidents? And
that these similarities are due to some structural predisposition revealing itself in
these similarities as a kind of connection?
Does the material world “speak” a language, which we in our human eye segregate
to unrelated phenomena?
Through science we have explored the world in fragments, and therefore understand the world in fragments, - and exploit nature in fragments. But ecological
systems are not fragmented. They are, like the planet, entities. To understand our
planet we must defragment its phenomena, interpretate the similarities as more
than just pareidolia, in order to discover hidden connections.
According to “The New Paradigm”, there is no separation between the living and
non-living matter, on the contrary, there is a connection we must embrace.
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Biological Similarities
Art can induce the mind to wonder, to observe possibilities and encourage to a
scientific scrutiny of uncanonized links in the matter. Science might consider this
pure coincidence or pareidolia?
When the artist by chance or inspiration has detected strange phenomena. It is
the job of the artist to stumble over and point to peculiarities in the world surrounding us. And to try to help establishing curiosity and insight. This job, binding phenomena together, is a defragmentation of our world. Which might reveal
new context and structures in the relations between matter and life. The climate
changes has drawn our attention to the need to find deeper structures between
man and nature, making defragmentation vital.
Why are some 3 dimensional magnetic shapes revealing shapes reminding us of
ice and plants? The biological similarities does not imply a magnetic structure in
the biological matter. How can the similarities be explained?

Figures 1 to 7, variations from the same magnetic construction

And can a fragmented explanation exclude that a
defragmented approach contains other explanations?
The visible versions of magnetic fields in 3 dimensions are obtained using several magnets pieced
together. The same composition of magnets will
result in different magnetic shapes, depending on
small fluctuations in handling the process:
see figure 1 to 7.
Image above, Flower pedals, Magnetic 3D field closeup, Magnetic 3D field in total
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From the left: (1) Sunflower, (2) Magnetic Sculpture

Similarities
to living structures
Sometimes with astonishing results
containing fragments of seemingly living
structures. Are these similarities revealing real relations or mere pareidolia images existing in the head of the observer?
A serial of small 3D magnetic fields
somehow show features reminding of
organic matter. Is it an incident likeness?
is it real? Or an imagination?
Is it just coincidence, when a frozen
window displays several ice-flowers
resembling same kind of plants? Some

ice-flowers have the characteristics of,
and look like very early developed
plants, with structures like fern, Dawn
Redwood (Metasequoia glyptostroboides) palms and Euphorbia.
These phenomena reminding of
plant-structures, can occur in both
magnetic fields, ice-flowers and mineral crystals. Particularly the Euphorbia
bears similarities to the condensation
of water and minerals.

Top row: Aragonit Cystral, Ice Crystals, Euphorbia
Middle row: Ice Crystals, Ice Crystals, Ice Crystals,
Bottom row: Ice Crystals , Platycerium
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From the left: (1) Magnetic 3D Scultur, (2) Magnetic 2d Lines

From the left: (1) Fungi Spores, (2) Pyropholit Crystal

We see how far the sciences has
brought us in the fragmented understanding of the matter. Inventions and
innovations of all kind. Do we also
recognize how much we need to have a
holistic and defragmented view of our
world, and the phenomena in it?

tures shown above in figure A2-A7
are constructed and generated from
different magnetic sources. They are –
however - constructed and generated
from one and the same compilation
of magnets. And an almost identical
compound is used from figure to
figure. The variations arise from small
fluctuations in the handling.

leading to the world we know, but understand backwards and in fragments.
A way of interpreting the world which
can exclude deeper relations. And
when the phenomena are invisible, as
are the magnetic fields, the entanglements rooted in previous steps can be
misinterpreted as beyond causality, as
a false picture – a pareidolia.

From small fluctuations lasting consequences are established. It is supposed,
that a random fluctuation caused, that
the Universe consists of matter instead
of anti-matter, another fluctuation
made some molecules turn left rather
than right.

Similarities might build on prior joint
steps. What we do not know is, how
the “memory” of the non-living matter
is” transferred” to the phenomena.
How does a magnetic radiation become a shape, formed like a Calla Lily,
how does an ice-flower end up as a
Platycerium fern, and the ring as structure must have existed in non-living
matter, before it appeared in the living.

Magnetism is one of the great forces
that has been exploited by inventors
and science, but perhaps magnetism
holds another key to understanding
our world? Perhaps less powerful and
perhaps more related to the living than
we imagine when focusing on engines
and cranes.
We are aware, that we can observe
magnetic fields in the living, but are
we aware, that we might also observe
the living in the magnetic fields? That
small magnetic fields might have been
a part of creation?
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Even rather small, but complex
3-dimensional magnetic fields can
reveal structures reminiscent of living
structures. Is this a coincidence? Might
it not strike a deeper explanation?
If these similarities are not caused by
a direct impact or causal relationship,
maybe there is a mutual connection?
A structure we have not yet found,
because we have not yet looked for it?
When analyzing fragments this structure might not appear until the view
is reversed and defragmented. Then,
perhaps, it may appear, that something
is not accounted for. But in the present
state of the globe and its climate,
nothing should remain unaccounted
for. And we must be open to subtle
reasons.
From the pictures it is easy to imagine,
that several of the 6 magnetic sculp-

A small fluctuation led to next step as
the matter was cooled and condensed.
The arrow of time goes only one way,
and all new steps were rooted in the
previous steps and fluctuations –
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Ice Crystals

And might be easy to explain as a consequence of radiation and gravity but
how to explain the emerging of fernpalm- and redwood-like ice-flowers?
When water condensates on a window
as Ice, the condensation displays the
shapes we recognize as “plant-like” –
but ice as phenomena is a much older
phenomena than plants. Which raises
the question: if the disposition that
creates the plant-like shapes in ice also
have played a part in developing floral
shapes? Is the likeness a coincidence
without any real connection, or are
there deeper roots revealed in both
structures?
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Likewise: magnetic fields are older
than the floral world. When observing
similarities, the structures in the plants
might be rooted in the magnetic sphere
or from an origin common to both the
magnetic and floral phenomena.
The structures appearing in Ice-flowers, magnetic fields and living matter
– how are they related?
How are these similarities generated?
Are there some unknown phenomena
we have not yet discovered? What are
the possible implications to the planet,
if we find out, what we are not yet
looking for?
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DEFRAGMENTUM
Exhibition calendar
CV Morten Elgard Pedersen
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/morten-elgaard-pedersen/

About
Morten is a art director who’s worked at several design and advertising agencies.
He’s experienced in coming up with creative solutions for a wide range of clients, and
transforming those ideas to visual images that are quickly understood.
He is responsible for the visual representation of the works, taking and editing photographs, creating print material as well as programming and updating the Defragmentum website.

Magnetic 3D Sculpture

September 2018 - Artistes du Monde,

Art Fair in Cannes, France.

December 2018 - Galleria di Merlino,

Florence, Italy

Experienced in:
Concept development, corporate branding, corporate identities, brand campaign
strategy, etc.
Current and former clients:
IO Interactive, Bang & Olufsen, The Red
Cross, Maersk, Arla, CNN, Coop, DSB,
Introversion Software, TV2, Syddansk
University

Previous work
Always looking to challenge himself and
find new approaches to graphic design.
Some of the solutions he’s come up with
can be seen at his website:
www.Build-Destroy.com

January 2019 - Galleria di Arte Mentana,

Florence, Italy

For the latest information see:
http://www.defragmentum.com/english/exhibitions/
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CV Peter Leif Schelle-Jækel
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-leif-schelle-jækel-6a326712/
About
Peter Leif Schelle-Jækel`s recent works are rooted in the self-organization of the
universe, inspired by I. Pregogines (Nobel Prize in 1977).: “Order out of Chaos” 1985,
and The artist raises question of forms found in living and not-living matter.
The sculptures are constructed in a swift acute process evoking a volatile outcome,
revealing an unexpected high sensibility to minute manipulative variations during
casting, displaying similarities to open dissipative systems and implying potential
transitions to the forms we call life.
The production, initiating with philosophy, religion, and psychology, leading to structures connecting life and the phenomena of the universe.
Peter Leif Schelle-Jækel has stopped teaching and is now concentrated to his new
production and works in Copenhagen.
CV:
Peter Leif Schelle-Jækel is educated
teacher in history, religion and philosophy in Copenhagen 1978, and worked
besides teaching with drawing, painting
and collage / decoupages-techniques.
He has worked with self organizing
matters since 2011 by inspiration from
Ilya Pregogines (Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1977) “Nerw Paradigm” and has
produced magnetic generated sculptures
and pictures as well as photography’s
related to his subject. Peter Leif SchelleJækel has stopped teaching and is now
concentrated to his new production and
works in Copenhagen.
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Publications:
2017 - DEFRAGMENTUM in
Ekstrabladet
Production:
Iron and acrylic, drawings, paintings in
oil og acryl, collage/decoupage, papiér
maché, design, portraits.
Other themes:
2007 to 2010 Psycological themes Hermeneutic drawings

Exhibitions:
Bagsværd 2010: Novo Nordisk
Paris 1987: 8 rue des Beaux-Arts,
Galerie Jean Camion
Copenhagen 1987:
Bredgade 36 Galleri Henning Larsen
Copenhagen 1989:
Toldkammer 1 Islands Brygge
Copenhagen 1986:
First Compagny Store, Strøget
Copenhagen 1982:
Salonen, Skt. Pederstræde
Copenhagen 1981:
Den Alternative, Vesterbrogade
Courses:
Taken at the School of Teaching, University of Aarhus (former DLH) in:
Joint responsability, Teambuilding,
Schooldeveloping, The Teachers Role,
Project-task, Nature and Technics
Study tours:
Amsterdam, Antwerp/Anvers, Athen,
Bangkok, Barcelona, Berlin, Bremen,
Brugge, Bruxelles, Gerona, Venezia,
Granada, Hamburg, Jerusalem, London,
Lübeck, Mechelen, Oslo, Panjim, Paris,
Pompei, Roma, Stockholm, Tunis, Gaza.

Quote:
The museum keeper Bjarne Jørnæs from
Thorvaldsen Museum wrote in his preface to the exhibition in Paris: “…
“Conscious or subconscious - some of
the classic-surrealistic iconographic signs
show up with Peter Leif. The torso, the
metronome, the amoeba shape. Motifs are
defragmented, the individuality of figures
are dissolved.
Never the less it is too simple to just to categorize Peter Leif as a surrealist. It might
fit the earlier works and collages , but in
the later, more freely painted pictures,
other elements are found. First of all the
colours are getting more intense, and the
brushwork less smooth. The picture can
be divided in two parts of different sizes
apparently without related themes. …
The style of in the art of Peter Leif goes
from the colouristic fine collages, via the
“surrealistic” pictures of bodies or torsos
to the just mentioned more freely painted
pictures. .. Peter Leif ’s pictures are dealing
with mutilation, lack of contact, aggression and sexuality. In the later works,
with their warmer colours and less violent
themes, perhaps a more harmonic mood is
emerging.”
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Morten Elgaard Pedersen
& Peter Leif Schelle-Jækel
Copenhagen denmark
Defragmentum.com
Facebook.com/defragmentum/
C o n ta c t @ d e f r a g m e n t u m . c o m
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